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RBI goes by rulebook
Time for govt steps to push growth

T
HE RBI has become predictable and has stopped springing sur-

prises. A quarter percentage point repo rate cut was a foregone

conclusion. Only one of the six members of the RBI's monetary

policy committee favoured a 50 basis point rate cut, one voted for

maintaining the status quo, while the remaining four members pre-

vailed. Rate cut expectations were raised by a record fall in retail

inflation, a normal monsoon, subdued global oil prices, no immediate

adverse impact on prices of the GST rollout and sluggish growth with

manufacturing declining to its lowest level in eight years. 

Though eagerly awaited and highly commented upon, rate cuts

have lost their previous appeal. As RBI Governor Urjit Patel has not-

ed, banks have not yet fully passed on to customers the rate cuts

announced in the past. That is because banks are in dire straits,

thanks to an unbearable load of bad loans. A large chunk of the cor-

porate sector is unable to pay back its loans. Telecom companies

with a debt exposure of about Rs 1 lakh crore are set to add to the

burden of NPAs, unable to withstand competition from Reliance.

Secondly, demand for bank loans from the corporate sector has

dried up. Even if interest rates are brought further down, there is

not much reason to hope that cheaper credit would trigger a revival

of private investment, growth and jobs. 

After demonetisation banks have more cash than they know what

to do with it. Senior citizens and others dependent on interest income

are facing the brunt. If the SBI has cut the savings rates, others too

would follow soon. Jobless growth has left youth despondent. First

quarter corporate results announced so far are far from encouraging.

This cheerless mood on the economic front is in sharp contrast to the

upbeat sentiment in the stock markets. The stock market boom is

driven by excess liquidity. This mismatch can have its consequences.

With the RBI doing its bit, the onus is on the government to do what-

ever it takes to boost manufacturing, sort out banks' issues and

improve the overall business climate. 

Truth bites
Check drugs, not free speech

C
APT AMARINDER SINGH’S campaign promised that it

would sort out the drug problem in the state within four weeks.

This unrealistic promise remains, naturally, unfulfilled just as

the state remains awash with drugs. Earlier, DGP Suresh Arora said

that there was no “big fish” involved in the state's drug trade, only to

clarify later that they had fled the state following the police crack-

down. His flip-flop has cost the Chief Minister's claims dear. These

have been further punctured by party MLA Surjit Singh Dhiman who

has asserted that there is no check on the sale of “chitta”, the collo-

quial name for drugs. Expectedly, he has been muzzled and a clarifi-

cation by the party office issued, but it has failed to cut much ice, giv-

en the grim realities that everyone in the state is aware of.

Punjab, which has battled terrorism effectively, is now faced with a

much more insidious threat of terror of narcotics. The problem is as wide-

spread as is the network that provides drugs to people who have become

addicts. It is widely accepted that no illegal trade, let alone one involv-

ing drugs, can last long without patronage from, or involvement of, polit-

ical benefactors and corrupt officials. Such arrangements are resilient

against political vicissitudes. It takes a committed and efficient admin-

istration to resist inducements and threats while performing its duty.

The drug issue is complex, needs a nuanced and relentless approach.

Governments always concentrate on tackling the supply side of

the drug problems and they must do so to effectively stem the flow of

drugs. However, drug use has a demand problem, and that too must

be addressed. Surveys have shown that unemployability, unemploy-

ment and frustrations because of lack of economic prospects, all con-

tribute to disenchantment with the system which provides an ecosys-

tem wherein drugs are used as an escape. Equipping youth with

employable skills and improving basic education would channel their

energy constructively. There is no quick fix and those who are in

touch with ground realities must be allowed to air their views, more

so if they are elected representatives. Let there be a war on drugs, not

on those who speak out against them.  

KC Singh

T
WO events affecting the chief

ministers in the two Punjabs

on the opposite side of the

Indo-Pakistan border remind

one of William Wordsworth’s The

Solitary Reaper: “For old, unhappy,

far-off things; And battles long ago”.

One was the passing away of the Pun-

jab Chief Minister, Capt Amarinder

Singh's mother and the last recog-

nised Maharani of Patiala, Rajmata

Mohinder Kaur nee Mehtab Kaur.

The other is Prime Minister Nawaz

Sharif’s ouster in Pakistan on the

vacuous ground of his conduct lack-

ing “ameen” and “sadiq”, words

implying undefined piety, inserted in

the Pakistani constitution by the late

President Zia-ul-Haq from Islamic

jurisprudence, simply because he

concealed the unpaid chairmanship

of a free trade zone company in

Dubai. Nawaz is likely to be replaced

by his brother, Shahbaz Sharif, the

current Chief Minister of Pakistani

Punjab. Both events have provenance

that merits recalling.

The Rajmata was married at 16 and

became the Maharani of Patiala a year

later, on the death of her colourful

father-in-law, Maharaja Bhupinder

Singh. She has now left amidst all the

pomp that the mother of the current

ruler of Punjab, not just Patiala, auto-

matically begets. Both my family and

that of my wife flourished under the

last two rulers of the Patiala state. My

wife's grandfather, Lt-Gen Balwant

Singh, rose to head the Patiala state

forces before retiring in 1948. My

grandfather, Capt Waryam Singh, was

In-charge of Deodi i.e. comptroller of

household in the 1920s, serving a

young Bhupinder Singh.

My debt to Patiala is thus indirect

and distant, although the past, bits of

which one learnt in one’s youth, is

worth recalling. This is also a way of

condoling for those who are neither

friends of Captain Sahib nor

courtiers, and yet are more than pass-

ing acquaintances; protocol and inac-

cessibility rule out a personal visit.

The first wife of Maharaja Yadavindra

Singh was Rajkumari Hem Prabha

Devi of Saraikela, now in Orissa, from

the family of Singhdeos. She passed

away unheralded in 2014, aged 101.

The stated reason for the Crown

Prince remarrying was the first mar-

riage being issueless. Actually the

truth is more complex.

Alongside the freedom movement agi-

tation began in states run by local rulers

for greater political rights and civil liber-

ties. The Panjab Riyasti Praja Mandal

was formed in 1928, aligning itself with

the national All India States People’s

Conference. The initiative in Punjab

came from Akali workers, self-confident

after succeeding at gurdwara reform. At

their first meeting at Mansa on July 17,

1928, they appointed Seva Singh Thikri-

vala as president. In 1929 they produced

a report titled “Indictment of Patiala”

against Maharaja Bhupinder Singh and

sent it to the Viceroy. Despite this the

Maharaja, as the sitting Chancellor of

the Chamber of Princes was the sole

representative of rulers at the Round

Table Conference in November 1930.

The Praja Mandal stepped up the agita-

tion and Thikrivala, who had been once

released, was jailed again in 1933, where

he died in 1935.

The father of the Rajamata, Harchand

Singh Jaijee, was a close aide of Thikri-

vala. That is why despite the family

belonging to Patiala, the Rajmata was

born at Ludhiana, a part of British India

and out of Maharaja Patiala's reach. In

1936 Patiala state signed an agreement

with Akali leader Master Tara Singh,

splitting the Praja Mandal movement.

The marriage of Sardar Jaijee’s daugh-

ter to the heir apparent Yadavindra

Singh in 1938 thus tied into this appeas-

ing of Sikh sentiments. In fact, stories

circulated that Akali leaders wanted the

future ruler of Patiala to marry in a Sikh

family so as to beget genuine Sikh heirs.

Ironically, having got their wish in the

birth of Capt Amarinder Singh, Akalis

now discover that he has become their

main Congress challenger in Punjab, as

the Bluestar taint does not stick on him.

Thus Captain Singh inherited both a

regal lineage through his father but also

a republican and Akali tradition

through his mother. As an inheritor of

this fusion it was not surprising he

walked away from the Congress in 1984

over the Army entering the Golden

Temple during Operation Bluestar. I

remember as Deputy Secretary to Pres-

ident Zail Singh in 1984, when PM Indi-

ra Gandhi's office was desperately try-

ing to locate and dissuade Captain

Sahib the argument in Rashtrapati Bha-

van was that his maternal Jaijee family

had incited Captain Singh. The Rajma-

ta herself showed the same streak when

throwing her lot with the Morarji Desai

Congress, due to her rumoured friend-

ship with Asoka Mehta, one of the

founders of the trade union movement

and INTUC.  Thus the Rajmata's death

closes this chapter of Indian and Punjab

history where she bridged the divide

between effete royalty and Sikh and

republican traditions, as indeed the con-

flict within the Congress between its

past freedom movement camaraderie

and subservience to one family.

In Pakistan it is again a concerted

attempt by the military and its allies

like Imran Khan to end Nawaz Sharif's

attempt to perpetuate family rule.

Shahbaz, I have on authority of a for-

mer aide to the then PM Nawaz Sharif,

was in the PM's house in 1999 when

Nawaz decided to sack the Army chief,

Gen Perevz Musharraf, during an offi-

cial visit to Sri Lanka. General Mushar-

raf indirectly confirmed this recently

saying he thought Shahbaz was his

friend. Nawaz’s family had convinced

him that Shahbaz and Musharraf were

plotting against him. So he never con-

sulted his own brother before his fool-

ish move. Shahbaz is obviously more

acceptable to the military than Nawaz's

daughter, Mariam, who was the desig-

nated heir. He also has had working

relations with Jehadi outfits, having

used the carrot and the stick to control

them in Punjab. There will be continu-

ity and change, the nature of which will

determine Indo-Pak relations. 

Similarly, the Modi government is not

only impaling Lalu Yadav but his entire

line of heirs with money laundering

charges. Corruption, money-launder-

ing, Panama Papers, benami deals are

the new weapons which those in power

in the subcontinent are using to corner

political rivals and their families. But

like the Akalis in Punjab, the BJP may

find that clearing the cluttered Opposi-

tion leadership stable may actually

open space for new leaders who could

become the real challenge. The BJP

and the Pakistani Army must remem-

ber the Chinese curse: “May all your

wishes come true”. 

The writer is a former Secretary,

Ministry of External Affairs

Tales from two Punjabs

Poonamjot Sidhu

L
IKE most people, I still remem-

ber and cherish my graduation

days. Every day that you spend

on your university campus, away

from home and family, teaches you

something. One incident that I par-

ticularly remember is from my third

professional, where I was luckily

able to impress a senior resident

prosthodontist with my clinical

skills. So impressed was he that he

took my articulation to the Head of

the department. 

Standing next to my patient, I wait-

ed for some words of appreciation but

was rather taken aback by what he

said. He very brusquely remarked, 'It

will only be useful if she uses her skill

on patients and not to get married.’

He added, ‘Most girls pursue profes-

sional degrees so that they get a good

matrimonial match.’ 

Listening to his worldly wisdom, I

made a concrete mental statement: 'I

will do something with my life'. The

incident by no means made me angry,

it just made me determined. It is one

of the factors that have pushed me

through various impediments during

my professional journey. 

Education over, I was back at a uni-

versity campus, this time to teach.

There are a lot of perks when you

are working in academics: intellec-

tual satisfaction, research opportu-

nities etc. You always stay close to

the young generation. You are in

close proximity to the evolving per-

ceptions of young fellows. 

The other day I was taking a substi-

tute class for a faculty member on

medical leave. To keep the class

engaged, I started a discussion on 'Me

after five years'. I had some very ambi-

tious and interesting answers from

students, but one response that star-

tled me was, 'I will be married with

one child, enjoying matrimonial bliss'. 

I countered, ‘What about a job or a

business?’ The reply came, ‘I do not

want to work.’ 

To this I asked, ‘Why do you pursue

this degree then?’ Then came the

response I feared, Rishta achha mil

jayega mam. Somehow it felt like col-

lege again but with a difference. It has

been ten years since I first heard these

words; it was not a faculty member but

a student saying them and IT WAS A

BOY who made the remark. 

I was speechless, when it had been

said to me, it was a gender issue. It was

different now. 

Mercifully, the lecture ended, and so

did the discussion. Back in the faculty

room, I was amused; life has come a

full circle. A male had once termed my

educational pursuit as my matrimoni-

al ambition and here is a male saying

the same words himself, terming his

education only a ladder to get married.

I think a degree for matrimony does

exist; it has just become a little more

gender neutral. 

Thought for the Day

In the past, people were born royal. Nowadays, royalty comes
from what you do. —Gianni Versace
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letters to the editor

Junk ideology
This refers to the editorial, “The

new Modi Bhakt,” (August 2). One is

not  astonished at the events in Pat-

na. Suddenly political affiliations

have changed; those who hated each

other are now hugging each other.

Was Nitish not aware of the

escapades of the Lalu parivar? If

not, then he does not deserve to be a

Chief Minister. The reality is that

Nitish practised opportunism with a

holier-than-thou mantra. Forget ide-

ologies. They were only relevant

during Ram Rajya and are locked in

religious scriptures. Now we play

the game of Aya Ram and Gaya

Ram. Marriage of convenience is

order of the day.

GURDEEP SAMRA, VIA EMAIL

Tuning in to power

The  editorial “The  new  Modi

Bhakt”  aptly  blames Nitish  Kumar's

opportunism for  pulling  the  pin  of

the grand  alliance  and  seeking  shel-

ter  in  the  Modi  camp.  Nitish

Kumar   lost  no  time  in  eulogising

Modi  and  making a prophecy  for

2019.  He is  just  following  a  Haryan-

vi  saying:  Jiski  khao  baakli (boiled

grain),  uske  gao  geet. (Someone  who

gives  you  the flute  will  also want  a

tune  of  his  choice.) 

ABHIMANYU MALIK, JIND

Dark horses & miracles

Opposition parties seem unneces-

sarily upset over Bihar Chief Minis-

ter Nitish Kumar's statement that no

one can take on Prime Minister

Narendra Modi in the 2019 General

Election. After  leaving the grand

alliance,   Nitish Kumar  will say

what pleases his new political allies

in order to suit his own present and

future political interests. However,

his opportunistic utterances are not

oracles. Instead of taking his self-

serving spiel so seriously, the Oppo-

sition leaders need to search for a

suitable person for the Prime Minis-

ter's office from among themselves.

There may be many dark horses in

their own ranks which they are

unable to  see because of their polit-

ical  myopia. At one time, even the

former Prime Minister  Indira Gand-

hi seemed all-powerful and unbeat-

able.  Her hubris led to her free fall.

The age of miracles is not past. 

TARSEM SINGH , MAHILPUR

Water woes
I read with interest the story, “World's

highest village runs dry as warming

hits Himalayas” (August 2). Ironically,

it can be termed as scarcity amid

Nature's bounty of snow. Residents of

high-altitude villages like Komik and

Kibber in the Spiti valley of Himachal

Pradesh make do by melting snow dur-

ing winters. There can be acute short-

age of drinking water during summers

if streams run dry or drift far away. As

an engineer who has worked in the val-

ley, I would like to suggest a simple

solution. Some pits of 15mx10mx3m

size should be dug near the affected

habitations and lined with geo-textile.

Above this lining, a 15 cm layer of local

mud and pebbles should be laid to

keep the lining intact. During the win-

ters, the pits would be filled with snow

and people can also gather snow from

there. These pits would turn into fine

water-bodies during the summer and

provide water that can be used for

drinking and minor irrigation. 

L R SHARMA, SUNDERNAGAR (HP)

Chinese checkers

Apropos of “Chinese troops transgress

into Uttarakhand, Delhi downplays”

(August 1), repeated border incursions

by the PLA soldiers before every bilat-

eral visit tend to trigger tension. Every

time, China changes the ground reali-

ties and gains more territory in the

process. Given its economic and mili-

tary potential, China aspires for hege-

monic domination. It resorts to a

blend of warfare propaganda and

meticulously planned escalation.

Intolerant of India's growing econo-

my, international clout and its liberal

and democratic society, Beijing does

not want it to join the US-led balanc-

ing coalition in Asia. Delhi should stop

making friendly overtures and resist

China's arrogant, threatening tone. It

should counter the provocations

through diplomatic skills and military

steadfastness to diffuse the situation.

It is essential to invest in military and

border infrastructure as efficiently as

China has to enhance its combat capa-

bilities. Can't India and China engage

in direct dialogue for the sake of sta-

bility in the region?

D S KANG, BAHADURPUR, HOSHIARPUR

Why block English news?

For the reasons best known to

authorities concerned that where-

as all Hindi news bulletins are

invariably broadcast on FM fre-

quencies, English news is com-

pletely blocked out. This amounts

to discriminating against numer-

ous listeners residing in areas,

which are out of reach of medium

frequencies.  

MALWINDER JIT SINGH WARAICH,

PANCHKULA

Divine love

This refers to the front-page photo-

graph, captioned: “Guess

who?’(August 1). It shows the one-

year-old Amarinder Singh sitting in

the lap of his mother Rajmata

Mohinder Kaur, who passed away on

July 24. Amarinder Singh rose to

become a Captain and then Chief

Minister of Punjab.  Besides being a

political stalwart, he is an author too

and has been elected as the Chief

Minister for the second time. How-

ever, the lap of a mother is divine

and surpasses all

‘singhasins’(thrones). The noted

Urdu poet Munnawar Rana has

famously said: "Bulandion ka badey

se bada nishan chhua, Uthaya gaud

me  Maa ne tab aasmaan chhua"! (I

have touched the highest of the

high points/But  when my mother

ensconced me in her lap, I touched

the sky). 

JASWANT SINGH GANDAM, PHAGWARA

Terminally ill

This refers to "Computer education

terminally ill" ( August 1). Many times

in the past too we have read news that

clearly shows how much our educa-

tion system has deteriorated. Whom

should we blame? Some blame the

government and its policies, while

others blame education ministers,

DEOs, teachers etc. All are equally

responsible. Students of today are the

smart adults of tomorrow. These will

be the strong pillars of Bharat. Howev-

er, if the  foundation of these pillars is

weak, then how can we dream of a

strong Bharat? Some schools have

inadequate number of computers,

others have insufficient  teachers,

sub-standard faculty, books and infra-

structure. It is high time that all of us

think about it sincerely and find the

root cause and eradicate this problem.

No nation can progress unless its

youth is well educated. 

ARTI SHARMA, PATHANKOT

The Rajmata bridged the divide between effete royalty and Sikh
traditions, as indeed the conflict within the Congress between its past
freedom movement camaraderie and subservience to one family.
.

A degree for matrimony

Rajmata Mohinder Kaur has passed on to her son, Capt Amarinder Singh, a part of

the republican and Akali tradition

Old rulers, new challenges
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ACROSS

1 Candidate (9)

8 Lift with great effort (5)

9 Sinful (7)

10 Regain consciousness (4,2)

11 Battle (6)

12 Insane (8)

15 Off guard (8)

18 Impudent (6)

20 Major road (6)

21 Smallest possible (7)

22 Intersect (5)

23 Clumsy (3-6)

DOWN

2 Caused by terror (5)

3 Pay brief visit (4,2)

4 Kitchen strainer (8)

5 Sovereign power (6)

6 Grandeur (7)

7 Subordinate (9)

11 Certainty (9)

13 Naughtiness (8)

14 Splinter group (7)

16 Once more (6)

17 Exceptional ability (6)

19 Jack in cards (5)

YESTERDAY’S
SOLUTION

Across

1  Muffler, 4
Wager, 7 Deed,
8 Gluttony, 10
Literature, 12
Candid, 13
Penury, 15
California, 18
Spurious, 19
Long, 20 Sully,
21 Devotee.

Down

1 Model, 2
Fleeting, 3
Relate, 4
Watermelon, 5
Good, 6
Royalty, 9
Ordinarily, 11
Turncoat, 12
Croesus, 14
Liquid, 16
Angle, 17 Dull. Yesterday’s solution

quick crossword su  do  ku forecast

■ Vikrami Samvat 2074
■ Shaka Samvat 1939
■ Shravan Shaka 12
■ Shravan Parvishte 19
■ Hijari 1438
■ Shukla Paksha Tithi 11, up to 

4.37 pm
■ Ender Yog up to 5.05 pm
■ Jyeshtha Nakshatra up to 6.13 pm
■ Moon enters Sagittarius sign 

at 6.13 pm
■ Ekadshi Vart.

August 3, 2017, Thursday

Lahore, Friday, August 3, 1917

The Public Standpoint.
THE reasons for, the circumstances under which the Lieutenant-

Governor thought it desirable 'to elicit the present state of official

and public opinion on the subject' are, we say with all respect, from

the public standpoint neither strong nor pressing. It is stated that

"in 1913 the tide of crime began to ebb and although the decline was

temporarily arrested in 1915 the criminal administration has shown

an appreciable improvement owing largely to the awakening in the

public of a spirit of co-operation. Moreover, in consequence of the

outbreak of war the legislature has, as a temporary measure, armed

the Executive Government with special powers for the mainte-

nance of public order." And it is recognised that these factors have

undoubtedly combined to weaken the case for special legislation on

the lines of section 22 to 30 of the Frontier Crimes Regulations.

Need of Publicity.
LET us now turn to the specific complaints made by Government in

the communique contained in the single sentence. "It is thus incor-

rect to suppose that (1) the only officers concerned were certain exec-

utive officers, (2) Government has made up its mind regard to the

necessity for legislation and (3) representatives of the public were not

consulted." As regards (1) all that we need say is that the only occasion

on which the public had any access to the Bill or its provisions was

when these came up before Municipal Committees and District

Boards for consideration, and if the public organs were not in a posi-

tion to suppose that the Bill had been circulated in quarters other

than those specifically named in that connection the blame must

wholly lie on the officially machinery and procedure which does not

make available for public consideration and criticism a measure.

on this day... 100 years ago
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CITY MAX MIN

Chandigarh 30 25

New Delhi 34 27
PUNJAB

Amritsar 31          25

Bathinda 33 26

Jalandhar 29   25

Ludhiana 29 24

Patiala 30 25
HARYANA

Ambala 29 25

Bhiwani 31 25

Hisar 32          25

Karnal 28 24

Sirsa 32 26
HIMACHAL PRADESH

Dharamsala 27           17

Manali            22           11

Nahan 28 19

Shimla 22           17

Solan 27           19
JAMMU & KASHMIR

Jammu 31 25

Leh                     29          18

Srinagar 31          20

UTTARAKHAND 

Dehradun 20           24       

Mussoorie 24 15

Nainital 22           16

SUNSET: THURSDAY 19:16 HRS

SUNRISE: FRIDAY 05:42 HRS

TEMPERATURE IN OC

Pravin Sawhney

T
HE crucial meeting between

the National Security Adviser

Ajit Doval and the Chinese

leadership has not resolved the

Doklam crisis. The two sides discussed

"bilateral and major problems", suggest-

ing that diplomatic channels are func-

tioning. While neither side wants war, it

is certain that China will not accept a

reciprocal withdrawal of forces.

Will this lead to a long haul of armies'

face-off? Probably not. Unlike any of his

predecessors, Xi Jinping dons four hats —

President, Communist Party General Sec-

retary, Chairman of the Central Military

Commission and the Commander-in-

Chief Joint Operations Command. He has

positioned military power as the anchor of

his aggressive China dream and will not

wait for long before adopting detrimental

measures towards India. 

Hence, a valid question: What next? A

senior Chinese diplomat had told me on

July 5 in his embassy that China had

informed the Indian side about their

intentions on July 1, two weeks before

their road construction party started work

in Donglang (Doklam for us) area. Yet,

instead of diplomatic outreach, the Indian

side chose military. “On July 16, Indian

troops entered 183 metres inside Chinese

territory (in Donglang) to block our road-

building party. India has opened a pando-

ra's box. For the first time since the forma-

tion of the People's Republic of China,

foreign troops have entered Chinese terri-

tory… the foundation of the 19 rounds of

border talks (held since 2003) would no

longer be there,” he said, adding that,

“While we want diplomatic channels to

solve problems, we will not wait for very

long.” This is a serious issue. Border talks

by the Special Representatives are not

capable of yielding tangible results

because the five Sino-India border agree-

ments have given Beijing enormous polit-

ical, legal and military advantage with lit-

tle incentive left to resolve the dispute.

Yet, they have helped in upholding the

pretence of normalcy allowing the two

sides to continue with "development part-

nership," while chanting the mantra of

peace. In the 1993 agreement, the tradi-

tional border was renamed as the Line of

Actual Control (LAC) — a military line

which can be pushed by either side since

the border is neither agreed on maps nor

on the ground. This allowed the Chinese

to transgress the disputed border at will

since 1998 when India cited China as the

reason for its nuclear tests. Prime Minis-

ter Modi had sought to correct this foreign

policy blunder by publicly asking Presi-

dent Xi Jinping during his September

2014 visit to mutually define the LAC,

which was ignored. 

Similarly, the 1996 agreement has laid

down the bare minimum troops and

equipment that each side can bring to the

LAC without mutual consent. Since Chi-

na has excellent roads and airlift capabili-

ty, this agreement has placed the Indian

Army at a grave disadvantage. Likewise,

in the 2003 joint declaration, India formal-

ly accepted the Tibet Autonomous Region

(TAR) as a part of China. By doing so, it

diluted the Dalai Lama's definition of

Tibetan autonomy within China (to

include the three provinces of Amdo,

Kham and U-Tsang along with TAR). Chi-

na, in return, refused to endorse Sikkim

as a part of India in the joint declaration.

It merely changed a few of its maps to

accommodate the Indian requirement;

these, going by the Chinese diplomat's

threat, can be changed again. Meanwhile,

the 2013 Border Defence Cooperation

Agreement (BDCA) has downgraded the

Army's border-guarding role to border

policing during peacetime. Since the

BDCA prohibits "tailing or following" of

the other sides' patrol which cross the

LAC without being noticed, the Indian

Army has been compelled to physically

hold the 3,488-km border entailing huge

manpower. This is not all. Unlike India

which says it has 3,488-km border with

China, Beijing has truncated it to a mere

2,000 km by excluding Ladakh. So, if Chi-

na calls off the border talks, all confi-

dence-building measures available to

local commanders and senior diplomats

in case of transgressions and intrusions

too will become defunct. The conse-

quences are all too evident. 

Let's look at Sikkim, which is militarily

divided into north and east Sikkim. While

much noise has been made about the

Indian Army holding favourable defen-

sive positions in north-east and east

Sikkim, which faces the Chumbi Valley

funnel, little has been said about north

Sikkim, where India is extremely vulner-

able because of geography and defunct

infrastructure, especially roads. Given

the difficult terrain in north Sikkim, it

has limited Dropping Zones (DZs), and

the single road that connects it to Gang-

tok has weak military bridges (class 12),

and the track itself (class 30 road) is non-

existent in parts because of innumerable

water-falls, seasonal rivers, and a longish

monsoon. Despite the Army's best

efforts, the state government has not

cleared the building of an alternate high-

way, citing environmental issues and eco-

nomic viability as the reasons. Standing

at the northern-most part of the Kerang

plateau, one can see the flat expanse of

the Tibetan plateau with excellent

motorable roads on the other side. Chi-

nese troops will have little difficulty in

moving mobile forces, equipment and

land-based firepower in north Sikkim.

They can justify this as the quid pro quo

—if India can move troops into Donglang/

Doklam, why can't they do the same in

north Sikkim? Hopefully, China will not

use the military option in Sikkim. Unlike

India, they are not focussed on a battle

but the war — to address their "major

problem", perhaps, of Tibet, by diploma-

cy, failing which by using military power

to their advantage.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi has been

unrestrained while talking about China

which is economically, politically, techno-

logically and militarily more powerful. He

was the first senior political leader to cau-

tion China to desist from its "expansionist

tendencies" in his election speeches in

2014. It was the first time, Sikyong (Prime

Minister of the "Tibetan government-in-

exile") Lobsang Sangay attended an Indi-

an Prime Minister's swearing-in ceremo-

ny. The next year, Modi became the first

Prime Minister to visit Arunachal

Pradesh to mark statehood celebrations.

It was the first time in seven visits to

Arunachal Pradesh that the Dalai Lama

was accompanied by a Union Minister. 

The Modi government ignored Chinese

displeasure on each occasion. If the previ-

ous government opted for appeasement,

this government has swung to the other

extreme. To quote the Chinese diplomat

once again: "You (India) are not a super-

power which you regard yourself to be." 

The writer is the Editor 

FORCE newsmagazine.
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and China at
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our Army is at a
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All rationality is
lost in the haze of
the politics of
revenge. There is
much talk about
democracy, public
mandate and
accountability, but
one doubts that
anyone is being
taken seriously.
The banality of
these platitudes
has been starkly
exposed in the
political soap
opera that is
being currently
played out in
Pakistan. 
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T
HEgloves are off and it is a free for

all. Politics is a dirty game in this

country, but it has seldom been so

ugly. In this no-holds-barred war of glib

talk, the entire endeavour is to prove the

rival more corrupt. While Parliament is

rendered dysfunctional, the apex court

has become the battleground. The court,

too, is subjected to criticism if the ruling

is not in one party’s favour.

It may appear that the fate of many polit-

ical leaders now hinges on court rulings in

the petitions filed against them by oppo-

nents. Meanwhile, the democratic process

is descending into chaos. The order send-

ing an elected Prime Minister home for a

misdemeanour is not the cause of a polit-

ical order devoid of any moral bearing,

rather it is reflective of one. 

While the opposition celebrates

Sharif’s inglorious exit, the ruling party

is playing the “victim of an inexplicable

conspiracy” card. Sharif’s supporters are

also waiting to see the fall from grace of

Imran Khan and other senior members of

the PTI implicated in cases of financial

wrongdoing. Every side is trying to rock

the boat that they themselves are in. 

There is much talk about democracy,

public mandate and accountability, but

one doubts that anyone is being taken

seriously. The banality of these platitudes

has been starkly exposed in the political

soap opera that is being currently played

out. Indeed, the application of Article 62

of the Constitution and the Representa-

tion of the People Act, 1976, by the

Supreme Court to remove the former

Prime Minister has led to questions of

how many public office holders and

members of the National Assembly and

provincial assemblies can come up to the

standards enunciated in Articles 62 and

63 if strictly applied. Surely, there will be

very few. 

So, the opposition political leaders who

are rejoicing in Sharif’s unceremonious

ouster must see whether their own

accounts are in order before they too come

under the axe. The cases against Imran

Khan and Jehangir Tareen are already

pending in the Supreme Court and the

verdict is likely to come out soon. That

may also open the floodgates of petitions

that could overwhelm the top court. Given

the extremely volatile situation stemming

from the daily theatrics outside the court it

could put the judiciary under pressure. 

It was amusing to see lawmakers rush-

ing to file their tax returns in the wake

of the Panama case against the Sharif

family. According to some reports, there

has been a massive hike in taxes paid by

lawmakers, from a 15 to 3,852 per cent

rise in individual cases during this peri-

od. Indeed, it is a positive development.

But the majority of the legislators still

do not seem too bothered about what

they believe is a temporary phase. They

may be right given the lacklustre

approach of the Election Commission of

Pakistan (ECP) and other state institu-

tions responsible for law enforcement.

The annual tax directories for parlia-

mentarians shed some light on the level

of tax compliance by the lawmakers.

Surely, the lifestyle of most of them is in

stark contrast to what their tax declara-

tions indicate. Few lawmakers are in the

high-tax bracket, notwithstanding their

superior living standards. The money

paid by most of them is peanuts despite

the fact that many are believed to be

among the richest people in the country.

According to reports, some senators pay

an income tax in the range of Rs 17,000

to Rs 50,000. 

Such low tax compliance raises ques-

tions about the commitment of our

political leaders to enforcing the tax

laws they are supposed to oversee. Pak-

istan has a chronically low rate of

income tax collection as tax evasion has

become the norm and is hardly looked

upon as a crime. Thus it is not surpris-

ing that it is estimated that less than

1per cent of the population files its tax-

es. Income tax evasion is particularly

high among the wealthiest, leaving the

country with one of the lowest tax-to-

GDP ratios in South Asia. One certainly

cannot blame the people for that when

our rulers and lawmakers themselves

do not set an example to follow. Indeed,

the problem is not limited to lawmakers

but extends to the entire ruling elite.

Senior civil and military officials too are

seen as part of it. A major reason is that

law enforcement is much weaker when

it comes to the rich and powerful. 

Surely, it is not just about low tax com-

pliance, but also about politicians living

beyond their known means. That applies

to both the government and the opposi-

tion leaders. There are many who conceal

their wealth in a clear violation of ECP

rules. Yet they, unlike the Prime Minister,

might escape being penalised under

ROPA and Article 62. Certainly, there

must be stricter accountability rules

applied to the holder of the top public

office. But it must not be seen as a selec-

tive exercise. The process of accountabil-

ity must not be perceived as a one-time

action targeting a particular person or a

party. It should be viewed as a normal

process of law enforcement across the

board and not just limited to politicians.

Corruption is deeply rooted in our socie-

ty and one cannot blame only the politi-

cians for it. The security establishment

that has ruled the country for so much of

its existence is responsible for most of its

ills. Eyebrows are rightly raised if the

generals remain untouched. 

It is, indeed, an extremely depressing

state of affairs when the apex court is seen

as a venue for settling political scores.

What is needed is the reform of the entire

law-enforcement system to make it more

autonomous and ensure that it remains

outside the influence of the government.

This is one lesson we must learn from the

Panama scandal. The Supreme Court

must not be approached for settling every

issue. The main responsibility lies with

the political leadership. Democracy can-

not be sustained without the rule of law

and without making Parliament more

effective as an institution.

By arrangement with the Dawn.

Pakistan’s descent into chaos

ROCKY ROAD TO PEACE: The highway in north Sikkim needs upkeep. PHOTO BY THE WRITER

Theme for the Chinese dream 

STATE OF FLUX: Newly-elected Pakistan PM Shahid Khaqan Abbasi (left) at the Parliament

& Imran Khan at a victory rally.  A case is pending in the Supreme Court against Imran too.
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